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THE PARACHUTE NET

BY
J. F. G. WHEELER
Bermuda Biological Station for Research, Inc.

The novel idea of fishing a large net without a towing line was
adapted from the method used by Professor Maurice Ewing of
Lehigh University in his work on the sub-sedimentary rocks beneath
the sea. The method consists essentially in dragging the apparatus
to the bottom by a weight against the upward pull of a float and
then releasing the weight. His successful demonstration off Bermuda
in 1939 with twelve pieces of apparatus (three oscillographs, bombshooters and marking buoys) put overboard at half-mile intervals
on a line three and a half miles long from a sea anchor buoy, showed
that the independent method was practicable and could be applied
to a number of oceanographic problems.
I wish to convey my acknowledgements and thanks to Professor
Ewing, Dr. Woollard of Princeton and Mr. A. Vine of Lehigh, all of
whom contributed to the solution of problems concerning flotation
and release, whose devices I have appropriated; also to Mr. Chesterfield Burgess of the Biological Station staff for assistance in the
construction of the net.
Bermuda is peculiarly fitted for the study of certain types of
oceanic problem. The proximity of deep water to a well-equipped
shore laboratory brings the possibility of physiological work on living
deep-sea organisms nearer realization than elsewhere and has already allowed the certain identification of several deep sea crustacean larvae from successive moults of the living specimens . The
difficulties of collecting material have been mainly concerned with
the gear used-the unwieldy form of the large net which requires
a number of men to handle it and a powerful winch with heavy wire
to fish it at any depth, the time taken in h~uling, especially damaging to the catch in the upper warmer water, and the shaking together
of the animals in the ordinary open townet bucket in the wake of
the net, if closed, or by turbulence in the bucket itself, if open. If
the towed net touches the bottom it is usually lost with part of the
towing wire so that great care is usually taken in towing large nets
to fish them well off the bottom and considerable weights have to
be used to take the net down to the required depth.
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~he p~rachu_te net evolved in three stages. In 1936 I was expenmentmg with a plankton trap-net for nocturnal migrants in
shallow water. The net used was a fine silk ½-metre townet of the
usual pattern with a weighted ring to hold the mouth downwards
on the bottom. An air-filled float supported the bucket and a buoy
was attached to mark the position. The bucket was a I-gallon can
made for carrying kerosene with a screw cap at the top. Through
the bottom was soldered a tube extending through the can to near
the top, having at its other end, outside the can, a funnel to which the
cod-end of the net was attached. A small hole was punched in the
cap to let out the trapped air. This apparatus was lowered to the
bottom in Ferry Reach off the Station and it was hoped that the
comparison of nightly catches taken for several months would reveal
a lunar periodicity in organisms other than Anchistioides, Penaeopsis,
and Periclimenes and perhaps provide a clue to the daylight hidingplaces of the first-named. The trap-bucket successfully retained
Copepods and other animals but the rapid fouling of the net and
rotting of the silk brought the experiments to an end.
The success of Professor Ewing's independent method suggested
the use of a net carried to the bottom and fishing on its upward
path but the idea was soon abandoned since it obviously suffered from
some of the defects of the towed net, i.e., slow ascent, damage to
specimens and necessarily small size owing to the weight and cumbrous nature of a large ring and net. It was realized, however, that
if the net were inverted and made to fish on its downward journey
it would return rapidly to the surface provided that some means
could be found of throwing off the ring. It was but a step to the
conception of using the mouth of the net itself as a self-opening
parachute and using the trap-bucket for holding the catch.
Preliminary experiments with a small net indicated that the mouth
could be made to ope11. A large net was designed and tested in
shallow water horizontally before the full vertical trial was made in
1300 fathoms. When this test was successful the net and bucket
were altered in detail and a second test took place. The model used
is nine feet three inches across the mouth and almost thirty-six feet
in length from the cod-end to the ring of the bridles, yet it is paid
out, over the side for shooting and pulled in again like rope. It
comes to the surface rapidly-the speed of ascent is estimated at
more than six knots-and it fishes until the weight strikes the bottom. The catches have been remarkable for their perfect condition.
The independent parachute net thus appears to solve some, at least,
of the difficulties of deep sea collection.
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Figure 11. The parachute net.

In Figure 11 the stages of shooting, descent and ascent are shown.
The weights used in the second test were two square concrete blocks
moulded for Professor Ewing's experiments and weighing 68 and 65
lbs. in air. They were tied together and put over the side one after
the other. A 'salt release'-a bag containing a block of salt held in
a loop of galvanized wire-was then attached. I used a triple
mosquito net bag and a 605 gr. block of salt. Then came the ring
of the 16 bridles, 14 ft. 6 in. long, with a slipping rope passed through
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it so that the weights could be lowered while the rest of the apparatus
was put into the water. In the first t est there were 19 bridles of
light rope which I tried subsequently to reduce to ten. With this
number the net opened twice in three attempts when shot from the
launch so that sixteen appeared to be nearer the minimum number.
The rope was replaced by heavy fishing line (72-strand) knotted
outside the eyelets in the margin of the net at intervals of 21 ins.
The net itself was built up from an old 1-metre mosquito netting
townet with a 9½ inch canvas heading. The parachute mouth was
sewn locally after being cut and pinned into shape. It was made of
unbleached calico, known as 'Indian Head,' 36 ins. wide, trimmed
into the curved form necessary to make a truncated cone 28 ft. 4 in.
round the larger end, 15 ft. 4 in. round the smaller, and 4 ft. 10 in.
deep. The smaller end was originally joined to the 1-metre net
canvas with a 3 ft. 6 in. width of fish netting of large mesh (3½ inch
pulled out diagonally), but this section was replaced by mosquito
netting 6 ft. 8 in. deep before the second test.
When the net as described was towed from the launch it refused
to open fully and a secondary cone was sewn into the back of the
mouth leaving a circular hole 2 ft. 1 in. in diameter opening into
the net. Still the mouth remained obstinately half-closed. It was
then observed that water was filtering through the material as fast
as the net could be towed, an unsuspected cause of failure which
suggested as a parallel the disastrous results attendant upon aerial
parachutes made of lace. That the analogy was true was confirmed
by applying a coat of paint to the parachute mouth which then
opened to its full extent and gave no further trouble. The secondary cone was left in place to act as a valve when the net touched
the bottom. It was not painted. Both sections of mosquito netting
were strengthened with four longitudinal lines (fishing line as used
for the bridles) tacked to the netting in places and sewn to the
parachute mouth, to the canvas heading of the 1 m. net and the codend of the latter. Here the four free ends were used for attachment to eyelets soldered to the bottom of the bucket and took the
strain of the weights off the cod-end, which was slipped over and
bound to the funnel of the trap. The bucket was a 2-gallon galvanized kerosene can with a plate soldered over the place from which
the pouring spout had been removed. The funnel led into a straight
pipe 3.3 cm. in diameter passing up ~he centre of the can and ending just under the level of the upper nm. A small hole was punched
in the centre of the screw cap and five other holes were made over
the top of the can, but the latter were stopped up for the s~cond test
and replaced by five ¼ in. holes close together on the side of the
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can just under the rim covered with fine-mesh galvanized wire
soldered into position. This change was made to avoid the churning action of jets of water squirting into the can on the upward
journey. The centre hole was left to deal with trapped air and as
the jet from it squirts into the pipe it cannot do any damage to
the catch. The bucket was bound with wire, the original frail
handle removed and a new one made of wire used for attachment
to the float.
The float was a spindle-shaped galvanized tank with a capacity of
15½ gallons, made locally for the Ewing experiments. The flotation agent was gasoline. A small screw valve at the lower end of
the tank allowed the pressure and temperature oontraction of the
gasoline to be directly equalized by sea water. I found that one
gallon of gasoline was capable of lifting about four pounds (weighed
in air) so that the full tank should be able to lift more than sixty
pounds. The weights (in air) were: Gas tank, 15¼ lbs.; bucket,
4¼ lbs. ; net and bridles, 16 lbs.; a total of 35½ lbs. The full
tank, therefore, gave an ample margin of lift yet there was sufficient
weight to make it float upright at the surface with its red-painted
cone top fully exposed and the red flag that was lashed to its side
visible at a considerable distance even under the somewhat severe
conditions of wind and sea experienced during the second test.
The first test was carried out on September 5, 1940 from the research vessel 'Culver' operated by the Bermuda Oceanographic Committee of the Royal Society of London. A lowering on wire until
the red cap of the float disappeared from sight gave a metre-wheel
reading of 13 m., checked by Kelvin tube fastened against the float.
The net was shot at 9.50 a.m., with two weights, totalling 134 lbs.,
and a salt release of 526 gr. calculated to dissolve in about 23/4
hours. The net opened perfectly almost directly it left the surface, swelling out into the form of a gigantic jellyfish and dwindling
rapidly in the clear water. The red top disappeared in 26 seconds
which gave an approximate time of 79 minutes for the 1300 fathom
descent. The flag and float were seen to come to the surface at
12.10 p.m. a short distance from the ship. The time showed that
solution of the salt had been more rapid than was anticipated.
The second test, on September 26, took place in a choppy and increasing sea. The net was shot at 12.45 p.m., with a release which
under experimental conditions in running water should have lasted
3 hours but which was expected, after the previous experience, to
last not more than two and a half hours. The flag was sighted
at 3.25 p.m., a short distance away and picked up a few minutes later.
The catch from the first test appeared at first glance to be dis-
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app~intingly small. There were, however, thirty-two different
species (Euphausians 3, Copepods 9, Siphonophores 9, Chaetognaths
6, Medusae 2, Tunicates 2, Fishes 1) eighteen of which were represented by single specimens (56%) . In the second test the bucket
produced forty-five different species (Euphausians 4, Copepods 13,
Decapods 2, Siphonophores 11, Chaetognaths 7, Medusae 3, Tunicates
1, Polychaets (Tomopteris) 1, fishes 3) twenty-six of which were
represented by single specimens (58%) . The preliminary analysis
of the two catches was made by Dr. H. B. Moore, who remarked
on the perfect condition of such delicate organisms as Calocalanus
pavo and noted that two records in the first catch and nine in the
second were new to him from Bermuda.
We have no data at present from which to judge the comparative
efficiency of the parachute net. It may be far below that of a
standard townet of the same size. This, however, is beside the
point. The net was not intended to supersede the towed net, or even
to compete with it in its own field. Its special purpose is the capture
of organisms for the study of life processes in the deep sea. The
principle of the net having been proved, and the retention of organisms by the trap-bucket having been demonstrated, technical improvements may lead to the provision of living material such as
could never have been obtained by the older methods. Two obvious
alterations can be made in the present net. It is doubtful whether
the secondary cone in the mouth serves a useful purpose since it is
not part of the parachuting surface and the trapping of animals
not in the bucket when the weight reaches the bottom is probably
quite efficiently done by the collapse of the net and the folding up
of the mouth . A single streamlined weight should increase the speed
of the net. Further advance in design, however, lies in the construction of a much larger net and in improvements to the bucket.
I suspect that the parachuting surface of the present net is really
too great for the size of the mouth and that it would open a net of
twice the diameter . The aerial parachute has a large parachuting
surface because it is employed to land its load gently on the earth.
In the net it has merely to keep open the mouth against the inward
pull of the bridles and may thus be greatly diminished especially
as it works in such a dense medium as water. Size and length of net
and bridles can be increased to any extent within reason without
increasing th e practical difficulties of handling. Weight is the only
restriction. A light impervious material instead of the painted calico
could be used with advantage. The bucket in its present form should
be jacketed so that the inner chamber remains oool and the catch
should be refrigerated as soon as possible after reaching the surface.
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With these improvements the net may bring the physiological
processes of deep-sea organisms under direct observation and experiment; it will certainly provide specimens more perfect than
previously known; it can be shot in deep water out of sight of land
near a buoyed sea-anchor and fish the depths while routine work is
carried on from the ship; and there is always a chance that rare or
even new forms living close to the bottom may be captured.

